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History of the Department of Physics at UWA

Issue No. 15:  “The Physics Lecture Theatres”

Written and presented by John L. Robins
with valuable input from Lance Maschmedt

Although architects were employed, the detail of the design of the new Physics Building was
determined by Professor C.J.B. Clews and Mr D.W. Everson.  Everson, as it may be recalled,
was one of the first, if not the first, technical assistant employed by the University.  (See
Issue 7.)  He had been appointed as a “mechanic” in the Physics Department in 1915 and a
Demonstrator in 1926.  Subsequently, throughout his 47 years of service, he became
acknowledged as a man of profound technical knowledge and skill and was the first laboratory
manager appointed within the University.  In addition to this, he would have approached the
design of this new Physics building with knowledge and experience gained 27 years earlier
when he had helped Professor Ross in the design of the original (1935) Physics/Chemistry
building.

There was a long tradition that the Professor of a subject taught first-year classes in
Universities.  Some say that this arose from early days in Europe when lecturers were paid
according to the number of students who attended their classes and of course first-year
classes always have the largest numbers!  Be this as it may, it is clear that, in order to retain
students in a subject, it is important to ensure the lecturing is good in first-year.  Professor
Ross had always given the First Term lectures on Mechanics, and Clews followed the
tradition by also giving these lectures.  Thus Clews was very aware how important lecture
demonstrations were in illustrating fundamental physics principles and thus how important it
was to have lecture theatres designed specifically to support these presentations.

A major feature of this new building was the inclusion of not one, but two, large lecture
theatres.  Their importance arose from two factors.  Firstly, as discussed above, as Physics is
an experimentally-based science, the inclusion of lecture demonstrations in 1st Year classes has
always been considered as essential.  Secondly, as student numbers increased, the University
was in desperate need of large capacity theatres in which large first-year classes from all
faculties could be held.  Indeed, even today, the physics theatres are in almost continuous use
throughout the mornings and often afternoons each day during the teaching-weeks of the year.

In every salient feature, the two theatres are identical and where a description is given for one,
it applies to both unless otherwise stated.  The theatres are true ‘theatre’ style with tiered
seats rising from one floor level at the front to the next floor level at the rear.  They are
nestled one above the other and are commonly referred to as the Lower and Upper Theatres.
They are formally named the Ross and Clews Theatres, respectively, after our first two
Professors of Physics.  The Lower Theatre is entered at the rear from the Atrium at Ground
floor level with the lecturer at Basement level.  The Upper Theatre is entered from the rear at
the Second floor level with the lecturer at First floor level.  Thus students will generally walk
up two flights of stairs from the Atrium to enter the Upper Theatre.  Clearly, in the ten
minute ‘change-over’ between lectures, it is possible that up to 250 students will be exiting
the Upper Theatre whilst another 250 are endeavouring to enter it.  Two sets of stairs are
thus provided, one marked Up and the other Down.  These can be seen in the background in
the photographs of the Atrium in Issue 14.
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The seating capacity of each theatre was initially 196.  This was enhanced to 222 in the mid
1980s by the addition of extra (fire and safety approved) seating across the front, along the
central transverse isle and at the back.

In each theatre the wall behind the lecturer was almost covered by blackboards.  These
occupied three vertical areas each with two boards sliding vertically in front of or behind the
other.  The total board area was about 210 sq ft (or 19 m2).  This can be seen in the
accompanying photograph, taken in the Ross Lecture Theatre in 1985.  The boards were well
counterbalanced and were raised and lowered manually.

Each theatre was serviced by a projection room at the rear with provision for projecting
35mm slides and 16mm film onto the white area of wall exposed when both centre
blackboards were lowered.  There were also amplifiers for the central microphone and
provision for presenting the sound tracks of films and audio tapes.  Once setup, slide-shows
could be remotely activated by the lecturer from the front of the theatre.  There was also
provision for projecting from a smaller 35mm slide projector which could be mounted on a
pedestal located centrally within the seating area.  (Note that in the view of the Ross Theatre
shown here, there are four rows of seats in front of the pedestal, which are not visible from
this angle.)  As a consequence of occasional interference by students, use of the central
projector was eventually discontinued.  Two new projectors were secured for each projection
room, which allowed for dual slide projection.

By about 1968, the use of slides diminished as the use of overhead projectors increased.
These overhead projectors could display writing and line diagrams produced by the lecturer
on transparent acetate foils and such displays could be produced in advance or in situ during
the lecture, partially replacing the use of the blackboards.  Later, when such transparencies
could be produced in photocopying machines, the facility to project images taken from
textbooks became almost trivial.  However, when projected onto the central white wall area
from the floor level in front of the presenter’s bench, the images were rather “fan” shaped

View in Ross Lecture Theatre in 1985
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(symmetrically distorted).  Two additional provisions were then made.  The first was the
addition of a larger white cloth screen that could be lowered from a roller across the top of the
boards.  This was larger than the white wall area and could be extended lower.  The second
was the mounting of a dedicated white board screen on the wall at one end of the presenter’s
bench, onto which images were projected from an overhead projector at the end of the bench.
This could be used in conjunction with normal blackboard presentations and the screen could
be hinged out of the way when not in use.

Referring back to the 1985 picture of the Ross Theatre, one can see part of the white wall
behind the central boards, the rolled screen across the top, a centrally located overhead
projector for use with this rolled screen (in place but not in use), one of the auxiliary boards
on the left, the central pedestal and two wall-mounted speakers.  The demonstrations and
board-work had been set up by Dr John Robins for a short presentation titled The Peculiar
Motions of Rotating Solids, to be presented to the public during a University Open Day.
One of the lecture bench trolleys (to be described below) had been removed from the right
hand end of the bench area and two additional trolleys, supporting a large ‘inclined plane’
demonstration, had been added in front of the normal bench-line.  The long apparatus on the
left was a ‘frictionless’ air-track.

A unique feature of these theatres was an array of long mirrors mounted just below the
ceiling, which faced the lecturer and stretched across the whole width of the theatre.  In these
mirrors, the lecturer could see the demonstrations mounted on the lecture bench and, as the
mirrors were positioned half way back into the theatre, the view seen was equivalent to that
which would be seen by a student in the back row.  This was invaluable in alerting the lecturer
to the amount, or lack thereof, of detail that could be seen by the most distant students.
Another advantage was that these mirrors allowed the lecturer to see the moving spot
galvanometer display (on the front of the lectern) and also the front face of dials and meters
which were set up to face the students and thus were not directly visible to the lecturer.

Such large theatres, especially when filled with up to 200 students, required ventilation and
also some heating in winter.  To achieve this, a mixture of air, some from outside and some
recycled from inside the theatre, was pumped in through a duct across which was stretched a
grid of nichrome wire which could be heated by passing a current through it.  In summer, pure
outside air was used but in winter, when the cold air could not be heated sufficiently, a baffle
allowed a proportion of the slightly warmer recycled air to be added.  By trial and error,
marks were made on the baffle housing to indicate the appropriate mix required for comfort in
different weather conditions and periodically a man from the central maintenance section
would come across and shift the baffle setting according to the seasonal temperature.

By the start of 1972, full air-conditioning was installed but this lead to further problems.  The
cold air entered near the floor through grills in the front of the terraces on which the seats
were mounted and was removed through ceiling vents.  However, these grills were
immediately behind the feet of some of the students and resulted in complaints of frozen
ankles.  Eventually this problem was overcome by switching the inlet to the ceiling vents and
removing the air through the floor grills.

At some stage, possibly in the late 1980s, the original blackboards were replaced, at great
expense, by blue glass boards.  Blue was chosen as it was expected to offer greater contrast
with the chalk.  However it was found that when the first words were written on them, the
chalk filled the etched glass surface to a depth such that it was not removable by normal
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chalkboard cleaning with a ‘duster’ and the words and diagrams remained visible.  If the
boards were washed clean with water, the problem reoccurred on the next occasion they were
used.  Hence it became necessary to ‘fill’ the etched surface with a uniform covering of chalk,
leaving a blue-grey surface on which the contrast for further chalk writing was poor!  Added
to this, the glass boards, being extremely heavy, required an increase in the counterweights,
which in turn made manual manipulation much more difficult.

Such was the annoyance felt by some students about the poor contrast that on one occasion a
technician, whilst checking the theatres just prior to the first evening lecture (probably about
5.15 pm), discovered an irate student armed with a with a brush and large can of black paint
about to paint over these very expensive new glass boards!

In about 2000 or soon after, it was decided that the ‘blackboards’, with the inevitable
generation of fine chalk dust during board cleaning (despite the use of expensive, high quality,
dense ‘Alpha Dustless Chalk’), would be replaced by whiteboards.  The configuration of
these new boards, as shown in the 2009 photograph taken in the Clews Theatre, is quite
different to that of the old blackboards.  This photograph incidentally shows Lance
Maschmedt who is the Senior Teaching Technician in the School (formerly Department) of
Physics.  He first joined the Department in 1965 and has thus overseen all of the
developments described here.  In fact in most cases he has been the driving force for the
continual development and upgrading of the facilities within these theatres and throughout
most of the teaching section of the Department and School.

In the theatres there are now just two board areas, each containing two boards sliding
vertically in front of or behind the other.  Projection can now be made directly onto any of
these boards, but of course none is central.  However, when the overhead projector is used by
a lecturer from the front of the theatre, the degree of fan-shaped distortion can be reduced by
adjusting the height of the board in use to achieve a compromise between viewability and
distortion.

View in Clews Theatre in 2009
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With the current advances in technology, most projected material, other than in situ writing of
notes and diagrams, now comes directly from the lecturer’s portable laptop computer and is
displayed via a data projector, which despite its name can display data, DVDs, videotapes
and closed circuit TV.  There are two such projectors, mounted from the ceiling, each
projecting onto the left or right whiteboard area.  These days, even the image from the
visualiser (the modern-day version of the former overhead projector) may be delivered to the
whiteboard screens via one or other of these projectors (as seen in the photograph) and such
visualisers can produce images of non-transparent pages of notes or books directly.

Lecture Demonstration Facilities

As mentioned above, the provision of facilities to optimize the presentation of physics
lecture demonstrations had been a major factor in the design of these theatres, with the added
constraint that the sometimes very intricate demonstration would need to be set up and
cleared away in the ten-minute breaks between successive lectures scheduled in the theatre.

To achieve this, the design of the front lecture bench has always had four sections, two on
either side of the central lectern area, comprised of the surfaces of moveable trolleys.  These
can, independently, be wheeled out of the theatre into the adjacent preparation areas.  (See
photo sequence taken in 2009.)

This allowed demonstrations to be set up on these trolleys and tested in the preparation area
behind and adjacent to the theatres, well in advance of the scheduled lecture time.
Subsequently, when the trolley and demonstration were wheeled into the lecture theatre, the
same services as had been available in the preparation area, including AC and DC power,
compressed air, water and (in earlier years) a gas supply, were supplied from plugs and

Bench configuration as at first one then another trolley is removed.
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outlets on the lecturer’s side of the lecture bench – there being a set for each of the four
trolleys.  These facilities are still in use today.

As implied above, there were large preparation areas beside and behind both lecture theatres
although, sadly, more and more of this space has been appropriated and turned over to
various research groups over the years.  These areas are filled with equipment accumulated
throughout the almost one hundred-year history of the Department.  Some views of the many
shelves and cupboards are shown in the accompanying photographs.  Also, there has always
been a dedicated goods-lift (elevator), large enough to transport a trolley and two persons, for
moving equipment and set-up demonstrations between the basement and first floor levels, i.e.
between the two preparation areas.

These two views show some of the many shelves in the preparation areas attached to the two lecture
theatres, which contain the vast array of equipment available for developing lecture demonstrations.

In conjunction with these preparation facilities, Lance Maschmedt has maintained a card-file
index of all of the physics demonstrations developed by him and lecturers over the years.
These are filed under the category of the physical phenomenon to be demonstrated and in
most cases each card contains a description of the demonstration, a list of the components
used, a diagram of how they are to be connected together, an explanation of how the outcome
is to be displayed and very often a photograph of the completed arrangement that has been
shown to give the clearest view to the students.

Overhead panel supplying services in the
preparation area.

Same services supplied from behind the
lecture bench.
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In many cases, the outcome of the demonstration is observed visually, e.g. wave machines,
objects rolling or sliding down inclined planes, carts colliding on frictionless air-tracks,
fluorescence excited in low pressure gas tubes, electrical discharges, gyroscopic motions,
diffraction patterns and so forth.  However, in other cases the outcome is shown by the
increase or decrease of currents, voltages, temperatures etc.  The method of displaying such
effects has evolved with the related technology.  From the outset, there has always been
provision for the displaying of electrical phenomena via a sensitive moving-coil galvanometer,
mounted in the central lectern cabinet with its reflected spot image projected onto the back of
a ground-glass screen, visible on the front of the lectern.  This can be seen in the photograph
of the lectern shown here and also in the views of the Ross and Clews Theatres shown
previously.  In addition to this, relatively large bench-display meters were, and are still, used.
As shown in the accompanying photograph, these can be used as current, voltage, resistance
or temperature meters, with appropriate scales, depending upon which circuit card is inserted
in the meter.  A further development was to use a very large screen cathode ray oscilloscope
(CRO) which stood on the lecture bench.  The most modern development is the use of digital
CROs, with four traces, each in a different colour, which can be displayed via the data
projectors.  One of these (using only one trace) can be seen on the right in the Clews Theatre
photograph, whilst the original large CRO can see seen on the bench on the left.

A great leap forward came when small video cameras became available, and Lance Maschmedt
incorporated these into the theatres as early as 1968.  In fact, under his direction the Clews
Lecture Theatre was the first on campus to be fitted with closed circuit black & white TV.
These could be used not only to focus on and display the scales of ordinary meters but also,
with special lighting configurations, to display phenomena that would previously have been
too small to have been seen by students at the back of the theatres.  (On one occasion, for a
specialist medical presentation, Lance was required to arrange the display of a thermocouple
junction, so small that it could measure the rectal temperature of a pregnant cockroach!)  The
use of these cameras expanded greatly the range of lecture demonstrations that could be
developed and used in large-class physics lectures.  Another advantage of the TV displays
was that these could be viewed without dimming the lights, as was required when 16mm film
clips were being projected.

To enhance visibility, four TV monitors were mounted on the walls of each theatre, one near
the front and one midway back on each side-wall.  Current inspection of the side-walls of the
theatres will reveal remnants of the mounting of these monitors.  In the Upper Theatre just
the screw holes and electrical leads will be seen whilst in the Lower Theatre recesses in the

Central Lectern showing Moving Spot
(white line image) Galvanometer

display

Bench Display Meters, with cards to
change function and scale
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paneling remain.  The former can just be discerned in a close inspection of one of the
photographs above.  However, in Issue 16, clearer views of these reminders of the past will
be visible for both theatres.

Originally the TVs were black & white AWA monitors.  Subsequently Philips colour TV
receiver/monitors were used in the Clews Theatre and National colour TV receiver/monitors
were used in the Ross.  The latter were the only models then available that would accept the
American/Japanese broadcast standard of NTSC (rather than PAL) which might be required
by overseas visiting guest speakers.

When major changes were later made to the theatres, including the change to white boards and
the provision for data projection of all images, the side-wall monitors were no longer required
and were removed, leaving the remnants described above.

To conclude this section, mention should be made of the latest developments being introduced
into in these extremely versatile theatres.  In 2009 the capacity of each theatre was increased
again so as to accommodate the ever-increasing number of Science-Engineering students and to
minimize the number of daily repeat lectures.  However, since the start of first semester 2010,
each theatre not only has a capacity of 252 but both theatres are video/audio linked.  One
theatre acts as ‘master’ and the other as ‘slave’.  Everything presented in one theatre can be
duplicated in the other, even to the extent that students in the slave theatre are able to ask
questions and hear answers from the lecturer in the master theatre.

The Central Lectern

The facilities available to support the presentation of lectures has developed out of all
recognition from the early days of ‘chalk and talk’.  Today lecturers may wish to use notes
from their own laptop computer, commonly in the form of PowerPoint presentations, or
work from the visualiser with its undistorted images displayed through the data projectors.
They may also wish to use material from video tapes, CDs and DVDs or even download and
display material directly from the Web.  With the increasing variety of facilities required, and
the increasing usage of the larger theatres across the campus by lecturers from a wide range of
Schools and Centres, it was inevitable that standardisation would become necessary.  Thus
today, from a common touch-screen display mounted in all theatres campus-wide, lecturers
can not only call upon all of the features mentioned above (VCRs, computers, DVDs, CDs,
audio cassettes, slides, TV, VOHP and internet) but can also control the lights, the neck or
radio microphone, its volume, and even switch on or off the ‘Lecture in Progress’ warning
lights outside the theatres.  In the case of the physics theatres, the control of the lights has
always been a feature.  The main auditorium lights can be dimmed through an amazing range
(using motor driven variacs) and the cove lights, board lights and bench lights can be adjusted
separately for optimization of presentations, including the all-important lecture
demonstrations.

Historic Plaques

A feature of the Ross and Clews Theatres is the display of plaques around the walls,
commemorating famous scientists who have contributed to the development of the body of
knowledge encompassed by Physics.  These will be reproduced and discussed in Issue 16.

All photo credits: J L Robins


